General practice at the time, maybe it was just the way it was presented, seemed very moneyorientated which I didn't like so I was drawn to the community, salaried service. Maybe the returns on your salary were less but they were well known. I also liked the idea of working alongside colleagues from other aspects of healthcare. In some respects I was drawn to the patient group too as they were a bit different to the ordinary person in the street.
What led you to the world of coaching and training?
That was a definite choice that I made. I've always enjoyed training and passing on knowledge. It's almost like pass the parcel -someone gives something to you and you give it to somebody else. It wasn't until I actually learnt about coaching that I realised that it was something I already used without calling it coaching. So I began to realise that I could be a coach. I started with colleagues and it began to build into a business where people would come to me, mainly for remediation coaching. I guess that was a result of them knowing that I used to work at NCAS and that my job was based around performance. I also do a bit of career coaching. I stopped my clinical dentistry back in 2004 so my fingers are really dry now. But I don't regret the move at all. I did agonise over it at the time because it was fairly clear that I wouldn't be able to return to clinical work, not without serious re-training. I'd already been in clinical dentistry for nearly 20 years and loved it but I wanted to try something different. Though I'm not treating patients anymore, I'm still in dentistry.
How would you go about improving dental regulation if you had the opportunity?
It is a tricky one. What I would like to see, as a result of coaching and the work I did with NCAS, is more emphasis on local resolution. I think the way that we have reorganised the NHS has cut it back to the bone and it's difficult for area teams to put any real meaningful resource into working with underperforming practitioners. So there's quite an incentive for the area teams to move them on and I don't think the GDC has much appetite for moving them back. In fact I don't see any ability for them to do that. In a perfect world I would like to see cases going to the GDC only after local resolution has been tried in a meaningful way and failed.
Having worked in NCAS I know this is perfectly possible (and NCAS is still there and can advise local resolution). You can pick out the cases that have serious patient safety aspects and those cases do need to go to the GDC. I'm not suggesting that patients are harmed. But I think a lot of them, in particular single patient complaints, should be batted back to the area team for them to sort it out and only if they can't should it come back to the GDC. I think if the GDC do bring in case examiners it is a move in the right direction. In fact, back in 2010 when I was still working with NCAS, we proposed to the GDC that they might want to 'I would like to see more emphasis on the local resolution of complaints...' Janine Brooks MBE is currently Associate Postgraduate Dental Dean in the HE Thames Valley and Wessex Deanery and is also coach and trainer with her own consultancy, Dentalia. Janine spent her whole clinical career in community dentistry, including 17 years as a clinical director. She has also been a dental advisor and Associate Director (Dentistry) at the National Clinical Assessment Authority (NCAS).
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look at dentally-qualified filtering screeners, so I'm quite pleased that they are going to try that.
You are experienced in data protection. What role do you see 'big data' having in dentistry in the future?
There is no doubt that we have a tremendous amount of health data about individuals and that information can be used for the most incredible and beneficial research. But we also have to consider the privacy argument. The ethical argument behind privacy is quite compelling and still hasn't been completely addressed. I'm a great advocate for anonymising data and if you can't anonymise you must get consent.
There is an opening for dentistry to really get involved with big data -it's fascinating. There is a particular opportunity to do this in the corporates, which now make up 11% of the dental market. Any one corporate has access to a large amount of patient data which, if used ethically and properly, could produce a really interesting patient database which could be of benefit to all our patients. I think the Department of Health is really missing a trick from the point of view of the data that dentists collect on their patients and how that could help with some of the big health problems at the moment, such as diabetes type 2 and obesity. Dentistry could really inform some of those discussions. Maybe it's for us as dentists to push how we can help and I'm sure people do already do this.
You were a Caldicott Guardian, what did that role involve?
When I was working in community dentistry in South Warwickshire a colleague asked me if I'd like to take on the role of Data Protection Manager for that Trust. As I have this almost congenital need to say yes to every opportunity, I agreed! (One tip to everybody is to 'try not to find out too much about anything before you start it' . I think if you knew everything about something you'd say no and that would be a shame because you'd miss out.)
Then the Caldicott Report came out in the mid-nineties and Trusts each had to appoint a Caldicott Guardian. I was one of a handful of dentists who were appointed. We started looking at confidentiality in relation to how information flowed within the health service. At that time fully identifiable data were flowing like a river within the health service and outside the health service to other organisations. There were very few real attempts to anonymise data or to protect it. I really enjoyed that role because there was a lot of work to get into.
Then the opportunity arose to work part time for the NHS Information Authority as their National Caldicott Guardian. This was my first move into national work. I spent half my time working for the Information Authority and half my time as Clinical Director in South Warwickshire. The Information Authority was a great organisation to work for. I was responsible for the data held in the national health databases and it was my job to authorise disclosure of confidential information to other agencies. For example, the police were regular customers because the health databases had the most complete dataset on everybody in the country. It was my job to say yes or no. From a confidentiality point of view you have to have a really robust reason to disclose that information. Mostly the police didn't have a good reason, they were generally fishing expeditions.
I learnt a lot about confidentiality, disclosure, negotiation and how to say no nicely. I also learnt about court proceedings. The Chief Executive would come by my desk each morning to determine whether or not he was 'going to prison' that day. It was fascinating. It's interesting when you move out of your particular expert area into a new one -it really opens your eyes. But there was a lot that I could then translate back into dentistry. As dentists we grapple with access requests, confidentiality and disclosure of information on a daily basis.
How do you go about getting a portfolio career, like your own? Is it possible for dentists?
The short answer is yes. You need to build your base. So for the early stages of your career, ie the first five years or longer, build your clinical knowledge and skill. During that time it's also crucial that you begin to build your network of professional colleagues. The network starts when you are in dental school and it might move on to develop when you do a further qualification or go to BDA meetings, for example. Those two things are the foundation for a portfolio career because when you feel competent in your clinical career that gives you the confidence to move on to a different aspect.
That aspect might be becoming a foundation trainer. With this you can begin to build your mentoring and education skills. Or it could be taking up a place with the local dental committee and beginning to build your political and negotiating skills, and understanding of the wider aspects of dentistry. It might be becoming a part-time indemnity advisor. Or volunteering, with Bridge2aid for example. This can result in huge personal development. I spent five weeks in Tanzania in the mid1980s and I've never forgotten it. It helps you get a bit of perspective.
Begin to build those extra skills and over time your networks will also guide you and expose you to new opportunities. You can build your career so you have lots of different elements and the diversity of what you can do even within dentistry is immense. Ultimately, the person who benefits beyond the dentist are their patients, because the patients are being treated by somebody who is still interested in dentistry and able to look broadly at things.
What is your view on work/life balance?
We still fixate on the weekend within society. We now have a seven-day week culture where we know that we can go shopping or access our bank accounts at any point. But when it comes to most work we still do five days a week, usually Monday-Friday and we still think in 9-5 terms. I think we should chuck all that out.
Ultimately, we have x number of hours and you can allocate them as you wish. For me the traditional weekend doesn't exist as my husband and I take a day in the week off. I just balance the week in the way that I like and which suits my family. We haven't been constrained by 'normal' working hours. In practice people might read this and think 'God, she's away with the fairies' but I do know practitioners who work with a shift system. For example, they go in at 7 am and leave at 2 pm and someone else goes in at 2 pm and works until 7 pm, and they do that on alternate weeks. It can work if people just forget about naming the days. You have to tailor your time to suit you but flexibility is the name of the game and it's perfectly possible. We expect it of other places so I can't see why we can't have the benefits that go with it.
What is reflective practice?
Reflective practice has been around for quite a long time but certainly I wasn't taught it as a student. However, today's students are well versed in it. I first came across it in the 1990s -the general nurses were using reflective practice but they called it something awful like 'clinical supervision' and everybody else was so turned off by that term that we sort of lost reflection a bit, which is a shame.
We use it in dentistry as a way of learning, but learning from experience as opposed to going along to a You need to do reflective practice properly and to use it properly you need a reflective model -there are loads. There is a massive industry around reflective practice and lots out there to learn. I try to introduce people to a model that they could use that works and helps them make sure they don't miss any steps out. The first time someone teaches you it feels a bit clunky, like driving a car, but over time you get skilled at it and it becomes second nature. You can do it as a team for example, at a staff meeting. Or you can do it with a friend, a mentor or a coach.
What do you find to be the main challenges facing dentists at the present time?
The change in the demographics of our patients is going to be a big challenge. As our patients grow older and our younger patients need less dentistry than they did in the past, we are going to have to change the sort of dentistry that we do. We are likely to see more oral cancer. We're going to have older patients with implants, and particularly patients with dementia and implants.
Team working is going to be a challenge and the team dynamics will change. While we have a big team in dentistry, I don't think we use it as well as we could. The challenge there in some respects is for the government to have a process in place that really does encourage the talents of the whole team.
Manpower planning is another one. In fact, this is an utter nightmare; particularly, with free movement across Europe. How can we possibly realistically plan the manpower in one country when there is free movement?
Information technology is a challenge -we still have dentists who have not gotten to grips with IT and what it can do. Social media too. We must determine how to use it in a way that can be helpful to dentistry and patients while avoiding the massive pitfalls.
What advice would you give to help dentists deal with complaints?
They could try to think of a complaint as valuable patient feedback as opposed to 'oh my goodness, here comes another one'. Use complaints to improve service. People can often be defensive about complaints and that is something that we have got to try to get rid of. There is always something more we can learn. For the vast majority of complaints from our patients, there is something to learn.
We need to deal with complaints quickly and thoroughly or they are only going to get worse. We need to tell patients what we have done to address their concerns and show them what we do with the feedback that they give us. On one hand we want to engage with our patients and it's all about patient-centred care, and then we are surprised when patients actively engage in that and give us feedback.
What top 5 tips do you have for young dentists facing interviews? How would you say dentistry has changed since you first qualified in the early 1980s?
There have been so many changes: the massive improvement in oral health and the fact that there are so many more dental professionals. The whole rise of computers is just gobsmacking. When I started in Hereford, my district dental officer had to go to the Board to get one computer -a massive old Commodore which was like the Holy Grail we worshiped at. I was many years into my career before I started using email! Social media means that all aspects of our lives now are so much more visible. From a professional point of view that's a real change which I never had to grapple with as a student or young dentist. Implants are incredible. And genomics -I can't believe what we now know about our DNA and diseases processes that we had no idea about 30 years ago. And the next 30 years will just revolutionise healthcare and dentistry I think. I hope I'll see some of it because I think it's going to be amazing.
How do you like to spend your spare time?
I like long distance walks. I did a Machu Picchu trip a few years ago and it was amazing. I also enjoy genealogy and digging around in family history. We have an AustinHealey which we take out to classic car events in the summer.
We also like travelling and to get out and about as much as we can. My favourite place to visit has probably been South Africa. We did a train trip from Cape Town to Victoria Falls which was fantastic. Closer to home, I also love Copenhagen and Barcelona.
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'People can often be defensive about complaints and that is something that we have got to try to get rid of...'
